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Abstract

Language and music are universal human traits, raising the question for their evolutionary origin. This chapter takes a comparative perspective to address that question. It examines similarities and differences between humans and non-human animals (mammals and birds) by addressing whether and which constituent cognitive components that underlie the human ability for language and music can be found in non-human animals. It first provides an introduction to the nature and meaning of vocalizations and non-vocal communicative sounds in non-human animals. Next it reviews experimental and observational evidence of animal perception of various frequency and temporal dimensions of sounds. Many animal species show perceptual and cognitive abilities to distinguish between or to generalize auditory stimuli. This includes evidence of the presence of one or more of the constituent cognitive components on which the human abilities for language and music are based, or that may have served as precursors for these components. At the same time, there are also important differences among animal species in their abilities. Hence contrasts are not limited to those between humans and other animal species. The differences between humans and other species, as well as those among non-human species, might result from specific biases and the weight or priority certain species give to attending to certain features of an acoustic signal, or because different species use particular mechanisms to different degrees.
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29.1 Introduction

Both language and music are universal human traits (Arbib, 2013; Hagoort, 2019), suggesting they were already present in the ancestors of modern humans. This raises the question for the evolutionary origins of these traits. Comparative research, examining whether and which other species show similar capabilities, or behaviours that may be considered evolutionary precursors of language and music, addresses this question. At first sight, the answer may seem simple. After all, many other species produce sounds. These vary from simple or more complex vocalizations to producing sounds by other means, such as drumming on a substrate. There is abundant evidence that animals use such sounds to communicate and exchange information (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011; Fishbein et al., 2020). But to what extent is such behaviour really comparable to human language and music? To answer this question, we need to probe deeper. Human language and music are both complex behaviours arising from constituent components that together make that we can use spoken language to communicate infinite types of messages by finite means, or produce or enjoy a bewildering variety of vocal or instrumental sounds full of musical sensory and emotional information that can be appreciated as music.

Our starting point is that the search for the precursors of human language and music is, in fact, the search for the presence of the constituent cognitive components of language and music in other species. The cognitive skills that might allow for language to arise, consist of components such as auditory-guided vocal learning, sophisticated vocal production and advanced perceptual abilities, the presence of a semantic repertoire, a system of syntactical rules, etc. We will refer to this set of linguistic and cognitive skills as the capacity for language (or linguisticity; Haspelmath, 2020), to distinguish between these perceptual and cognitive skills and the acoustical object of language itself. Similarly, we will refer to the capacity for music as musicality (Honing et al., 2015), i.e. the constituent components that enable music perception and production, for instance, cognitive skills like relative pitch perception, beat perception, tonal encoding of pitch, and metrical encoding of rhythm. So, rather than asking whether other animal species ‘have’ language or music, comparative research asks whether and which of the components of the capacity for language or music are present in humans and non-human species (Fitch, 2005, 2006). Such studies may concentrate on species closely related to humans, such as great apes or monkeys. The presence of one or more of the above mentioned components may indicate that they were already present in the shared ancestor of humans and apes or monkeys. Comparative studies may also indicate traits that may have served as precursors for more advanced or complex human abilities and allow experiments to examine the neurobiological or genetic basis of such traits. Apart from tracing such so-called homologies in related species, more distantly related species can be examined for the presence of similar, analogous traits, arisen by independent convergent evolution (ten Cate & Healy, 2017).

Comparing features of birdsong with language or music is an example of this approach (Honing, 2018). Songbird songs are often melodiously varied, seemingly complexly structured and acquired by vocal learning (e.g., Searcy et al., 2021). As such, they share more similarities with language and music than the less melodic, more simply structured and non-learned vocalizations of most monkeys and apes (Hage et al., 2016; Watson et al., 2015). Studies of songs may thus provide insight in the mechanisms required for such complex traits and provide hypotheses for the selection pressures giving rise to them.
29.1.1 Comparative research

Comparative studies can be done in several ways. One approach is to examine the sounds made by animals and look for shared features or parallels with language or music. To study these, one can, for example, examine whether different vocalisations differ in meaning, comparable to words or sentences, ask how the structure of a sequence of sounds compares to syntactic structures in language or rhythmic structures in music, or whether harmonic sounds are recognized by their pitch (like in music) or by their spectral structure (like in speech). The presence of such features can indicate that similar sensory or cognitive mechanisms may underlie their perception and production and those needed for language and music in humans. However, one needs to be cautious with drawing such conclusions. That a sound produced by an animal has certain features in common with language or music may be incidental and a result of human interpretation, rather than indicating shared mechanisms per se. Animal sounds showing, for example, a specific rhythmic pattern (e.g., in the call of the indri, a lemur species; De Gregorio et al., 2021) or that contain tones based on a harmonic series (e.g., in the hermit thrush; Doolittle et al., 2014), need not indicate an ability of the animal to perceive or produce rhythms or harmonic sounds in general, as is common in humans. To show this, it is necessary to demonstrate the perception or production of such patterns outside and beyond what is realized in the species-specific sound patterns (ten Cate et al., 2016). This requires a second approach: using controlled experiments to address whether animals can (learn to) distinguish and generalize artificially constructed sounds that differ in specific linguistic or musical features. The two approaches, observational-analytical and experimental, are complementary: the first one may hint at presence of a certain ability, while the second one can test its existence and the limits of the capacity (see Figure 29.1).

Below, we first provide some general background on animal sounds, in particular their function, with a focus on birds and mammals. Next follows a number of sections in which we discuss to what extent a specific sound feature shown by one or more animal species shows a similarity with a linguistic or musical feature, suggestive of the presence of a similar underlying cognitive ability. We also discuss experimental approaches focussing on testing the presence of a certain ability, and conclude what can be said (or not) about presence of that ability in animals. We end this chapter with some thoughts on the extent to which various abilities can be seen as precursors for language and/or music, and whether they may or may not indicate the presence of common roots for both cognitive capacities.
Figure 29.1 Diagrammatic representation of the comparative approach (as discussed in this chapter). It shows a hypothetical phylogenetic tree that illustrates the evolution of several traits that humans may share with monkeys and birds. Filled shapes represent a hypothetical trait (such as vocal learning or beat perception); open shapes indicate the absence of that trait. The position on the phylogenetic tree dates the possible evolutionary origin of such a trait. N.B. Circle: homologous trait, present in human and monkeys, originating from a shared ancestor; Square: an independently evolved trait, similar in humans and birds by convergence.

29.2 Natural vocalizations and non-vocal sounds

Most mammal and bird species communicate by using a range of vocalizations or sometimes non-vocal sounds, mostly as signals linked to specific contexts. Whatever the nature of the sound or the context, it is important to realize that these sounds could only have evolved because they serve a biological function: in the end they contribute to the survival and reproduction of the individuals. This is because sound production always comes with costs: an animal needs to invest resources into developing a sound producing organ, the neurological system to control it, as well as perceptual abilities to analyse sounds. Producing sounds also takes energy and making sounds has the negative side effect to indicate the location of the producer to a potential predator. Therefore, sound production and perception can only evolve and remain present in a species if the benefits in terms of increased reproductive success outweigh the costs. Selective pressures will thus act upon sound signals such that their characteristics are adapted to a specific biological function. This also results in
different sound characteristics and repertoires among different species, although some basic principles are shared between species.

Vocalizations are often classified as either ‘calls’ or ‘songs’. The term ‘calls’ is mostly used for vocalisations that are generally short, consisting of one or a few units (syllables or elements). They often have a species-specific structure, showing limited inter- and intra-individual variability. Many, if not all, mammal and bird species produce calls. In addition, some species may also produce vocalizations often classified as ‘song’. This term is often used for longer and more variable vocalisations. This includes the conspicuous songs of songbirds (Catchpole & Slater, 2008) but song-like vocalisations are also known from whales, such as the humpback whale (Payne & McVay, 1971). Calls often, though not always, develop without learning. In contrast, the songs of several animal groups, most notably songbirds (Catchpole & Slater, 2008), hummingbirds (e.g., Johnson & Clark, 2020) and whales (e.g., Tyack, 2020) are acquired by learning (imitation) from a parent or other individual. Such so-called vocal production learning, characteristic of human language development, is rare among non-human animal species (Vernes et al., 2021; See also chapter 8, this volume). Among birds, it is also present in parrots and one duck species (ten Cate, 2021), while among mammals it is present in dolphins and whales, some pinnipeds, elephants and some bat species (Janik et al., 2021), but not in non-human primates. Vocal production learning may also give rise to individual differences as well as cultural changes and local dialects in vocalizations (Searcy et al., 2021; Zandberg et al., 2021).

29.2.1 Calls

Some calls may already be produced by new born individuals, such as begging calls. The intensity of such calls may vary depending on the hunger state of the individual and they affect the parental feeding rate. When adult, animals may produce a range of calls in various contexts. A well-known category are the alarm calls given by many birds and mammals when a predator is around. In some species, such as the vervet monkey, different types of calls are used depending on the predator present – a leopard, eagle or snake (Seyfarth et al., 1980). Playback experiments with these calls give rise to different types of responses in recipients: a leopard call makes them rush into the trees, an eagle call induces them to hide in thick bushes and a snake call results in approaching and mobbing (Seyfarth et al., 1980). This has often been interpreted as a form of referential signalling, comparable to humans shouting the words ‘leopard’, ‘eagle’ or ‘snake’ to each other. However, later studies indicate that the same call types are also used in other contexts, for example, eagle calls are also given during within-group aggression (Price et al., 2015). Hence these calls are not directly or uniquely linked to a specific referent or message. One interpretation of the findings is that different contexts may produce a similar internal state in the monkeys and that this internal state gives rise to the production of a specific call (Fischer & Price, 2017). The sound may get its meaning through being produced in a specific context. Another difference between the alarm calls and human words is that in humans the labels to refer to different predators are arbitrary. Each language may use a different word for ‘eagle’, but such arbitrariness is absent in the monkeys in which the call type-context relationship is present from birth and the call is produced without learning being involved. A second example of call variation and use are the calls made by chimpanzees in a feeding context. In Edinburgh Zoo chimpanzees produce somewhat different ‘grunts’ when they are given apples and when given bread (Slocombe & Zuberbühler, 2005). Playback of these sounds demonstrated that the chimpanzees have formed an association between the call variants and the type of food (Slocombe &
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Zuberbühler, 2005). These calls thus serve to indicate to group members the presence of a particular type of food at the location of the caller. Structurally the calls are very similar and are on different ends of a graded continuum – one might say that they are different intonations of the same call, rather than different calls. So, while humans use a repertoire of different (learned) words to relate to different objects, primates often have a limited repertoire of (non-learned) calls within which there may be meaningful variation. However, that a call shows graded variation needs not imply that the message or interpretation is also graded, as recipients may have categorical perception, in which the perception of a continuously varying signal shows distinct transitions within the continuum. This is similar to humans who, confronted with an artificially varying ba/da continuum show a specific threshold at which the perception of the sound flips from ‘ba’ to ‘da’. A similar phenomenon can be observed for music in the temporal domain, where the continuum of physical time seems to be clustered around integer-ratio rhythmic categories (Desain & Honing, 2003; Jacoby & McDermott, 2017). Such categorical perception is one of the cornerstones in human speech perception and its presence in other species, ranging from chinchillas (e.g., Burdick & Miller J D, 1975) to Japanese quail (e.g., Kluender et al., 2016) and budgerigars (e.g., Dooling & Brown, 1990) indicates that it most likely preceded and enabled the evolution of speech sound repertoires, rather than evolved in consort with speech – an example of the insights that can be gained from comparative research. Interestingly however, presence of a limited ‘vocabulary’ of calls does not mean that animals are unable to differentiate perceptually among a much wider range of signals. Various apes, for instance Kanzi, a bonobo (Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1986) have demonstrated that they can make links between arbitrary, in this case visual, symbols and objects or actions. Animals can also be trained to link spoken words to many objects. Some dogs, such as the border collie Rico (Kaminski et al., 2004) have demonstrated a remarkable ability to link up to hundreds of arbitrary human spoken labels to particular objects, while dogs and other species also can link commands or other sounds to performing specific actions. So, in contrast to the lack of flexible vocal production enabling an extensive range of arbitrary vocalizations, the ability to perceptually distinguish many, arbitrary, sounds and making connections to objects and actions is present in many if not all species. A prime example of this is provided by famous grey parrot Alex (Pepperberg, 1999), which also possessed a rich repertoire of word imitations and showed the cognitive ability to use these appropriately.

29.2.2 Songs

Because of being learned and their complexity and melodious nature, the songs of songbirds are suggestive of structural and functional similarities with both language and music. In later sections we discuss in more detail whether some features of songs indicate the presence of similar underlying cognitive capabilities in humans and non-human animals. Here we focus on the communicative significance of songs. They are mostly produced in relation to reproduction, and many studies demonstrate songs can function to attract mates or to keep competitors out of a territory (Catchpole & Slater, 2008). They have this impact because there is often a relation between some song characteristics or singing styles and relevant physical qualities of the singer, which is thus being ‘advertised’. In canaries, for example, females are attracted to males singing a particular type of syllable. This so-called ‘sexy syllable’ (Vallet & Kreutzer, 1995) is difficult to produce by males, which means that its presence in songs is a signal of male quality. Another example is provided by male water pipits, which have songs that may contain a ‘snarr’ element (Rehsteiner et al., 1998). This loud harsh broadband element is energetically costly to produce and hence is shown more by heavier and most likely also stronger males and thus signals the competitive qualities to other males. As a result,
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Territories of such males show less overlap with those of other males. For many bird species, also for non-songbirds, there is evidence of such types of relations between certain sound characteristics or singing styles and the competitive qualities of the singer. The idea is that the importance of demonstrating the singer’s competitive qualities is thus one prominent factor driving the complexity of songs. Apart from this, song features are also under selection to avoid confusion with other species and to transfer the message in a specific environment. Intraspecific variation in songs may also assist the identification of important conspecifics, such as partners, kin, or territorial neighbours, just like human voice characteristics can provide information of several aspects of a speaker. So, a song thus may provide a receiver with a lot of information, but not because it is providing a sentence-like message, but because acoustic features are linked to species- and individual-specific biologically meaningful information. Selection on vocal characteristics may also result in songs that sound music-like to humans. The songs of the thrush nightingale, for instance, contain fragments, ‘phrases’, of repeated notes that over the phrase increase in amplitude or in note intervals, just like a crescendo or an accelerando that is common in many styles of human-produced music (Rothenberg et al., 2014). As nightingale songs are produced to attract females, it has been suggested that such features are not only features that are attractive to human listeners, but also to female nightingales. That may well be so, but we have to keep in mind that females are primarily likely to respond because there might be information about physical or other qualities of a male encoded in such features. Perhaps an acceleration is correlating with physical qualities, which may have driven the evolution of both its acoustical character as well as the bird’s preference for it. So, in order to consider such a trait as indicating a general sensitivity to particular acoustical patterns, rather than it being a preference strictly linked to judging song quality, it needs to be demonstrated that nightingales can also recognize a crescendo and an accelerando in arbitrary acoustic stimuli.

2.3 Non-vocal sounds

Non-vocal sounds, using some substrate for sound production, are also present in several animal species. Woodpecker species show species-specific drumming patterns in their reproductive season (Dodenhoff et al., 2001), often produced on structures that amplify the sound. These sounds may serve a similar role as the songs of other species – attracting mates and advertising territories. Great apes, such as gorillas and chimpanzees (e.g., Babiszewska et al., 2015), may drum on their chest, on tree buttresses, or other structures to impress potential rivals. Several mammal species, including rodent, deer, shrews, marsupials, and elephants, communicate by foot drumming on the ground, thus transmitting similar messages as other species do by vocalizing (Randall, 2001). The palm cockatoo even uses a stick or other object to hit a branch, producing a more or less regular isochronous series of taps (Heinsohn et al., 2017). This is also a display produced in a reproductive context. Hence, these non-vocal instrumental sounds serve similar functions to the vocal sounds produced by animals.

2.3 Components of language and music

We now turn to some specific components of language and music to see whether and what similarities can be found in various animal species.

One way of categorizing the sensitivities of animals to the building blocks of language and music is to group these sensitivities along the frequency/spectral and temporal dimensions of sound. Although speech and music share many acoustic features, music appears to take advantage of a different set of acoustic features than speech. In humans the frequency dimension is central to music/melody
perception, while for understanding speech the temporal dimension appears to be most fundamental (Albouy et al., 2020; Shannon et al., 1995). With respect to the frequency dimension of speech, humans attend primarily to the spectral structure (which enables the distinction between the different vowels and consonants), while for music the attention appears to be less on a spectral quality (e.g., the sound of a guitar versus that of a flute), but instead on the melodic and rhythmic patterns. As such, it might well be that humans are an exception in that they can interpret the same sound signal in (at least) two distinct ways: as speech or as music (cf. speech-to-song illusion; See chapter 8, this volume). In other animals such distinction is not observed (as yet). In humans, melody and speech are processed along specific and distinct neural pathways (Albouy et al., 2020; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015, 2022) and it could be that brain networks that support musicality are partly recycled for language (Peretz et al., 2018). This could imply that both language and music share one precursor. In fact, it is one possible route to test the Darwin-inspired conjecture that musicality precedes music and language (Fitch, 2013a; Hoeschele et al., 2018; Honing, 2021). Below we will discuss the potential components of such a precursor.

29.3.1 Animal perception of frequency dimensions

29.3.1.1 Frequency and pitch

Pitch perception is critical for the perception of speech and music, or, more generally, for auditory scene analysis: how to extract relevant information from a complex sound signal (A. S. Bregman, 1990). The perceived pitch of a complex sound corresponds often to its fundamental frequency. However, it is good to realize that pitch is a percept. Humans perceive pitch in harmonic tones, even when the fundamental is missing. Pitch perception develops in the first months of human life (He & Trainor, 2009), hence its ontogeny might be influenced by both biological and environmental factors.

Perceiving the pitch of the missing fundamental (of harmonically structured tones) has been shown in a few non-human animals, including starlings (Cynx & Shapiro, 1986), cats (Heffner & Whitfield, 1976), and monkeys (Tomlinson & Schwarz, 1988), as such suggesting a biological basis for inferring pitch from a harmonic spectrum. Most mammals and avian species perceive, memorize and recognize the frequency of vocalizations of their conspecifics. Frequency often contains biologically relevant information (e.g., larger individuals producing lower frequency calls), so distinguishing between frequencies and memorizing them can be important to an animal. Frequency perception is often done in an absolute way, that is, mammals and birds can identify the frequency of a pure tone. To recognize a sound by its pitch (a percept derived from fundamental frequency) is often referred to as absolute pitch (AP). A range of studies have demonstrated that birds are particularly good at distinguishing different tones by their absolute frequency (Hoeschele, 2017). (N.B. By using pure tones in these experiments, pitch and frequency become the same thing.) For instance, when 40 different pure sine tones between 980 and 5660 Hz were divided in 8 frequency ranges, several songbirds, budgerigars and pigeons, could all be trained to allocate each single tone to its correct frequency range. This is in contrast to humans and rats that were trained on the same tones. Both species showed difficulties in allocating pure tones to the correct frequency ranges. They only

---

1 It has to be noted that AP generally refers not only to being able to remember a sound by its pitch or F0, but also being able to label it (is it a C or a D?) without a reference, as effortlessly as most of us (humans) label colors (Levitin & Rogers, 2005). The first part of the skill (i.e. memory for pitch) is widespread in humans (Schellenberg & Trehub, 2003) and non-human animals (Hoeschele, 2017), the second part is rare (estimated as 1 in 10000 people; Levitin & Rogers, 2005).
managed to do so when the number of ranges was reduced from eight to three. Interestingly, humans with full AP\(^2\) were able at distinguishing all eight ranges (Weisman et al., 2012). So, the main difference in pitch perception seems not to be between humans and other non-human animals, but between mammals (including humans) and birds.

Another aspect of the spectral structure of sound is the variation it may show in the energy distribution of its overtones or partials. For vocalizations, this energy distribution, or *spectral envelope* (Patel, 2017), is determined by the resonance properties of the vocal tract, and is particularly important for human speech production and perception. For instance, different vowels are produced by specific energy distributions, referred to as *formants*: a formant being a local maximum in the spectrum. The ratio between the frequency ranges of these formants characterizes the vowel that is being perceived (like the [i] or [u] in Figure 29.2). The spectral structure in the calls of many species may also show variation in the spectral envelope of the different overtones, and this variation has shown to be of communicative significance in many mammal and bird species. It is thus no surprise that various species, such as ferrets (e.g., Bizley et al., 2013), dogs (e.g., Root-Gutteridge et al., 2019), budgerigars (e.g., Henry et al., 2017), zebra finches (Ohms et al., 2010) and other species, also are capable of distinguishing natural human vowels or artificially constructed ones.

In humans, the voice characteristics differ substantially between infants and adults and between male and female voices, due to the maturation and size of the vocal tract. Hence the fundamental frequency of different vowels, as well as the formant peak frequencies differ – both being lower in male than in female and infant voices (Huber et al., 1999). Nevertheless, humans can distinguish between spoken words, such as wet and wit, irrespective of the speaker because we use the frequency ratio of the formants that characterize the vowel sound. This may seem a specialized speech-related ability, but a study on zebra finches (Ohms et al., 2010) showed that, when trained on either male voices or female voices to discriminate the human words wit and wet, they could generalize this discrimination to voices of the other sex. Zebra finches also have the capacity to distinguish harmonically structured sounds by either attending to the frequency of the fundamental or to that of the formant by attending to the spectral envelope (Burgering et al., 2018). Furthermore, zebra finches (Burgering et al., 2019), but also dogs (Root-Gutteridge et al., 2019), can learn to categorize different words spoken by different speakers by either word or speaker. These experiments show that several species perceive both pitch as well as spectral envelope (Heimbauer et al., 2011; Salmi et al., 2021), and have the flexibility to attend to one or the other depending on the context.
Figure 29.2 Spectrogram showing two speech vowels: [i] and [u]. The fundamental frequency (f0) is indicated, while labels F1 and F2 mark the formants (local maxima at lower frequency bands), with their peak frequency ratio characterizing the nature of the vowel. The energy distribution across the Y-axis is referred to as spectral envelope (or spectral shape), depicted as an envelope curve at one point in time. The energy distribution across the x-axis is referred to as spectral contour (i.e. spectral change over time), here depicted for one frequency-band.

In music spectral quality or timbre (sound colour) often plays a secondary role (McAdams & Siedenburg, 2019). Humans remember and reproduce a melody primarily based on the intervallic structure or pitch contour (McDermott et al., 2008); a melody played on a piano or a flute (i.e. two different timbres) is generally considered the same melody. In fact, humans can easily distinguish between triadic chords (major, minor, diminished, etc.) even when the timbre of these chords changes. In contrast, black-capped chickadees, while able to discriminate between triadic chords, fail to generalize to novel timbres (Hoeschele et al., 2012, 2014). As such, they are not attending to the pitch-relationships of the chords, as humans tend to do.
Returning to pitch perception, it can be questioned, though, whether AP is a constituent component of music and/or language (Gingras et al., 2015). More fundamental appears to be relative pitch (RP): recognizing a transposed melody or intonation pattern as the same. In humans transposability is an important aspect of musicality. We can easily recognize a melody that is transposed up a few semitones as the same melody, similarly, tonal language speakers recognize the tones irrespective of speakers’ fundamental pitch. Birds have great difficulties in classifying pitch-shifted sounds. Zebra finches, that are trained to discriminate two different songs, fail to recognize these songs when the frequencies are shifted up or down by 8% or more (Nagel et al., 2010). Starlings trained to discriminate a series of subsequent pure tones ascending in frequency from a descending series, fail to do this when the frequencies are shifted outside the training range (MacDougall-Shackleton & Hulse, 1996). However, they can learn to do this after more extensive training. In addition, and in contrast to zebra finches, starlings are capable of recognizing frequency transposed versions of starling songs (M. R. Bregman et al., 2012). Next to starlings (MacDougall-Shackleton & Hulse, 1996) and ferrets (Yin et al., 2010), RP perception is also shown in black-capped chickadees. They sing a two-syllable ‘fee-bee’ song in which the two elements have a fixed relative pitch interval, but may vary in absolute frequency or pitch height (Weisman & Ratcliffe, 1989). The chickadees are sensitive to the frequency ratio of the elements, but clearly more so in modified versions of their natural song than with synthetic tones. Again, this suggests that birds attend to more than pitch alone in an acoustic signal. While there is thus some evidence for RP (Weisman & Ratcliffe, 2004), most birds seem to rely on AP. But starlings, when given the opportunity to use other information than frequency alone (i.e., by using rich spectral sounds instead of a single sine tone – as is used in virtually all pitch perception experiments cited above), tend to use the spectral information in their generalizations. Hence, a starling might not focus on the absolute frequencies, but more on the spectral envelope –the distribution of energy in the spectrum– and the change thereof from moment to moment, the spectral contour (M. R. Bregman et al., 2016) (cf. Figure 1). This is comparable to the way humans listen to speech (Shannon, 2016). However, it remains unclear how wide spread this listening strategy is in birds and other animals.

29.3.1.2 Octave equivalence

Octave equivalence (or octave generalization) refers to the perceived similarity of tones that are separate by an octave or doubling in frequency, also referred to as pitch chroma (Shepard, 1964). This can be seen as a weak form of RP. Pitch chroma has been shown in humans to be processed differently from pitch height, suggesting them to be different ‘percepts’ that are processed in different locations in the auditory cortex (Warren et al., 2003). In animals pitch height perception is wide spread (see under Frequency above), but pitch chroma perception has only been shown sporadically, for instance in monkeys (Wright et al., 2000) and in a captive bottlenose dolphin, which, when mimicking sounds, transposed them to a lower octave when the original was in a frequency range outside its vocal range (Richards et al., 1984). In contrast, octave generalization was shown to be absent in budgerigars (Wagner et al., 2019), black-capped chickadees (Hoeschele et al., 2013) and starlings (Cynx, 1993), suggesting it not to be crucial for these avian species and unlikely to be linked to vocal mimicry. Hence, it could well be that octave generalization is restricted to mammals.

So, with respect to RP, the results from animal observations and experiments seem somewhat mixed, but various mammal and bird species seem to perform poorer at this ability than humans.
29.3.1.3 Consonance

In music, consonance and dissonance are categorizations of simultaneous or successive sounds, that refer to the perceived quality of two tones with a certain pitch, as well as that between two spectra, i.e. two simultaneously sounding sounds. There is a vast literature theorizing about the mathematical and/or physical basis of this perceived quality. Some consider consonance a natural phenomenon that is inherent in those acoustical phenomena that have a harmonic structure (such as vibrating strings), with low-integer relationships between the tones making them sound consonant (Bowling et al., 2017). Hence, it is reasonable to think that species that are largely dependent on acoustic signals are sensitive to consonance. On the other hand one can focus on consonance as a perceptual or cognitive construct that might be (partly) learned (McDermott et al., 2016). Several studies have identified consonance perception in animals (Chiandetti & Vallortigara, 2011; Hulse et al., 1995; Izumi, 2000; Sugimoto et al., 2010), but also the absence thereof (McDermott & Hauser, 2004; Wagner et al., 2020), or have more complex outcomes. The vocalizations of some species suggest they are sensitive to successive consonance. For example, great tits have stereotype songs consisting of a small number (usually 2-3) of subsequent tones. Attractive males are more likely to produce small-integer ratios between these tones, suggesting this ability to act as a sign of quality, reflecting, e.g., social status, dominance and reproductive potential (Richner, 2016). Male hermit thrush songs also consist of tones with harmonically, integer related fundamental frequencies (Doolittle et al., 2014). However, it is unknown whether these bird species can actually perceive these integer relationships. Overall, the available, but still limited, literature does not reveal a pattern that can unambiguously underpin the biological basis for consonance perception in simultaneous or successive sounds, despite the prominence of this idea in many theories (Harrison, 2021; Helmholtz, 1954; Purves, 2017).

In summary, the available literature suggests many animal species have a wide spread perceptual sensitivity to at least some aspects related to frequency and pitch perception that are important to human speech and music perception. This is not to say that non-human animals can perceive the same detailed sound distinctions that humans can, but it indicates the presence of taxonomically wide spread and sometimes quite advanced precursors of human sensitivities. It is also clear that the nature of the stimuli, the experimental paradigms, and the animal species concerned, can strongly affect the experimental outcomes (Hoeschele, 2017). Clearly, the topic needs more species to be studied before general conclusions can be made.

29.3.2 Animal perception of temporal dimensions

29.3.2.1 Rhythm and tempo generalization

The rhythmic behaviours exhibited by different species vary wildly, from humans dancing to the beat of the music, the rhythmic swaying of chimpanzees to bird vocalizations or cricket chirps containing precisely timed rhythmic patterns (Bouwer et al., 2021). Many birds (e.g., collared doves; Slabbekoorn & ten Cate, 1999), crickets and frogs (Gerhardt & Huber, 2002) are also sensitive to disruptions of species-specific rhythmic patterns. However, a sensitivity to modifications of the rhythmic pattern of species-specific vocalizations need not indicate a sensitivity to rhythms in general, constructed from artificial sounds. To study rhythmic perception, it might be helpful to decompose a rhythmic signal in its constituent components, such as rhythmic pattern, metrical structure, tempo and timing (Honig & Bouwer, 2019). With regard to rhythmic patterns most
animals can discriminate between regular (isochronous) and irregular (non-isochronous) sequences constructed from identical sound pulses. Rats (Celma-Miralles & Toro, 2020) and starlings (Hulse et al., 1984; Humpal & Cynx, 1984) show tempo generalizations when having to differentiate between regular and irregular test sequences at rates that were not trained. This suggests that they base their discrimination on the whole sequence, and are sensitive to the stimulus being isochronous (and not just memorize a single time interval). However, in contrast, bird species like zebra finches (van der Aa et al., 2015, but see Rouse et al., 2021) and pigeons (Hagmann & Cook, 2010) seem to be less capable of tempo generalizations. Zebra finches can discriminate between isochronous and non-isochronous sequences, but generalize less to sequences that are presented at another tempo (or rate), while pigeons appear not to be able to discriminate at all between isochronous and non-isochronous sequences. They might respond to the absolute duration of specific intervals, hence to local cues rather than to the global pattern regularity, to discriminate a regular from an irregular series of pulses (ten Cate et al., 2016).

Interestingly, jackdaws are not only able to distinguish between two rhythmic patterns, but are also able to generalize to other tempi, and are capable of maintaining the discrimination when the sounds making up the patterns were changed (varying timbre or pitch), suggesting that the jackdaws recognize relative and global rhythmic patterns (Reinert, 1965). This is in contrast to zebra finches and budgerigars (ten Cate et al., 2016), who seem to have a limited ability to use the rhythmic structure to distinguish between stimuli.

29.3.2.2 Metrical structure and beat perception

Metrical structure is present in both language and music. Surprisingly, the perception of metrical regularity in a varying rhythm is only shown in a few animals (Fitch, 2013b). While beat and meter perception are considered fundamental to musicality (Honing, 2012), these are difficult to trace back in the animal world. In the few species that are studied, it appears to be mostly vocal learners that are sensitive to the beat of the music: a regular pulse to which one can dance and/or synchronize. Note that a beat can be induced in a listener by a time-varying, non-isochronous rhythm, suggesting that beat processing is a cognitive rather than an acoustic or sensory phenomenon (Honing, 2012). Seminal examples are a sulphur-crested cockatoo (Patel et al., 2009) and a grey parrot (Schachner et al., 2009) that are capable of synchronizing to the beat of human music and, importantly, maintaining synchrony (e.g., by head-bobbing in sync with the beat) when the same music is played at a different tempo. The observation that this behaviour was initially only shown in vocal learning species (Schachner et al., 2009) gave rise to the ‘vocal learning and rhythmic synchronization’ hypothesis (Patel, 2006, 2021) suggesting that a tight neural connection between auditory and motor areas, as is the case in vocal learners, is a prerequisite for beat perception and synchronization. Interestingly, however, a California sea lion (not considered a vocal learner) was also able to synchronize head movements to a variety of musical fragments, as well as showing generalization over different tempi (Cook et al., 2013; Rouse et al., 2016). Hence, it seems that perceiving a beat in a complex stimulus (i.e. music) and being able to synchronize to it, is not restricted to humans and parrots, and might well be more wide-spread than previously thought (Wilson & Cook, 2016). While only recently experimental research is finding some support for this claim, within the primates, only humans show clear evidence for beat perception (Winkler et al., 2009). For example, while monkeys are sensitive to the isochrony of a rhythmic stimulus, they lack beat perception (Honing et al., 2012, 2018). One possible interpretation is that beat perception and synchronization evolved gradually
within the primates, peaking in humans and present only with limitations in chimpanzees (Hattori & Tomonaga, 2019), bonobos (Large & Gray, 2015), and other non-human primates (Honing & Merchant, 2014; Merchant & Honing, 2014).

29.3.3 Animal perception of higher order acoustic patterns

To be able to detect arbitrary rhythmic patterns, sense isochrony, perceive a beat in a varying rhythm or recognize a melody, can be seen as higher order cognitive abilities, which require the detection of patterns over a series of sounds, to some extent irrespective of the precise nature of the sounds themselves. These abilities may also include phenomena like perceptual grouping in which subsequent sound units are together identified as a higher order sound unit, the detection of a melody irrespective of the instruments playing it (i.e., spectral quality), the detection of intonation patterns (prosody) in language irrespective of what is said, up to advanced abilities like the use of syntax rules as present in languages. For all of these phenomena, demonstrated to be present in humans and providing basal building blocks for the development and use of language and the production and appreciation of music, there is evidence of at least some precursors being present in non-human species.

29.3.3.1 Perceptual grouping

Gestalt psychologists noted already long ago that a continuously repeated series of two tones which differ in frequency, amplitude or duration are systematically perceived (grouped) as a series of duplets. When subsequent tones differ only in duration they are perceived as a duplet which ends with the longer tone: an iambic pattern. When the tones differ in frequency or amplitude, the higher pitched or loudest one is perceived as the initial one of a duplet: a trochaic pattern. This type of perceptual grouping is common to music as well as speech perception (Iversen et al., 2008). Young infants spontaneously recognize trochaic patterns and attention to such patterning may act as a cue to learning linguistic structures (Mueller et al., 2020). Both rats (de la Mora et al., 2013) and zebra finches (Spierings et al., 2017) also show such a grouping bias. Although this indicates that perceptual grouping is not limited to humans, to establish whether this bias is widespread awaits testing in other species, as does the question whether other grouping biases identified for humans are present in non-human animals.

29.3.3.2 Prosodic patterns

Acoustic cues can provide key information for interpreting linguistic utterances. Intonation patterns can indicate whether a sentence is perceived as a statement or a question, while the lexical stress pattern may differentiate between word categories, for example, between the noun ‘PRESENT’ and the verb ‘preSENT’ in English. Also different languages differ in intonation or stress patterns. A variety of experiments demonstrated the ability of various animals to distinguishing different human speech utterances by their prosodic patterns. Cotton-top tamarins (Ramus et al., 2000), rats (Toro et al., 2003), Java sparrows (Watanabe et al., 2006), zebra finches (Spierings & ten Cate, 2014) and budgerigars (Hoeschele & Fitch, 2016) can use prosodic patterns, for instance to distinguish between a question or a statement in the same language, or the distinction between sentences in one language from that in another one with a different prosodic pattern (see Moë et al., 2017 and Mueller et al., 2020, for reviews). More generally, a sensitivity to prosodic variation is likely to be widespread among animals. This is based on a homology between humans and many animal species as their vocalizations can be modulated in similar ways by their arousal or emotional state (Briefer, 2018;
Filippi, 2016). This produces similar vocal prosodic patterns across species and is linked to being sensitive to such variations. Such sensitivity to emotional prosody may have been at the basis for the evolution of linguistic prosodic patterns. As noted by Huron (2015), the emotional responses that humans have to some types of musical patterns may also find its basis in this sensitivity (see also Juslin & Laukka, 2003). Identifying such patterns provides a potentially useful strategy for discerning the musical aspects of vocalizations that are likely shared across species.

29.3.3.3 Pattern perception and rule learning

An important feature of language is the presence of syntax, a series of grammar rules which determine the structuring, and thereby the meaning, of sentences. A young infant will implicitly learn the grammatical rules of the language spoken around it. The rules present in any specific language may differ in their level of complexity. These levels have been described formally as a hierarchical system; the Chomsky hierarchy. While some animal vocalizations, in particular songs, may have a seemingly complex structure in which different element types are produced in a long and varied sequence, there is consensus that the ‘rules’ that characterize the element sequencing in various species are limited in complexity compared to those of language as judged by the Chomsky hierarchy (Berwick et al., 2011). However, the finding that the structure of the vocalizations of a species is constrained in complexity need not indicate that the perception of regularities or sequencing rules in strings of acoustic elements is also constrained (ten Cate, 2017). These perceptual abilities have been tested in a range of species, using a paradigm called ‘artificial grammar learning’ (AGL), in which arbitrary sound items are organized according to particular patterns, ‘grammars’. After exposing an animal to example strings of a particular type, it is next tested with novel items or sequence violations to assess whether the animal has learned the underlying pattern. This has shown that various songbird species (e.g., starlings, zebra finches), primates (marmosets, macaques) and rats can readily learn to detect adjacent dependencies (i.e. whether particular sound items are systematically preceded or followed by another particular type). Some species can also detect dependencies with varying transitional probabilities among items or even non-adjacent dependencies between different items, in which two linked items are separated by one or more arbitrary intervening items (reviewed by Petkov & ten Cate, 2020). More complex rules, in particular those requiring abstraction of a pattern, such as identifying structures as XYY, XXY, XYX, etc., irrespective of the nature of the X and Y type of sounds, are clearly a more difficult problem to many species. For instance, zebra finches trained to distinguish XYX from XXY strings using one set of sound items and next tested with novel sounds items arranged in the same structure failed to classify these novel strings according to their underlying structure. They had learned to distinguish the training sounds by memorizing them all separately. However, using the same stimuli and procedure, budgerigars did classify the novel strings by whether they had an XYY or XXY structure (Spierings & ten Cate, 2016), thus revealing a clear species difference for this ability. Another ability sometimes claimed to be present in animal species is that of detecting recursive patterns (e.g., Abe & Watanabe, 2011; Gentner et al., 2006), in which one structure is embedded within a similar one, such as in the human sentence ‘the starling, the cat observed, flew away’. However, subsequent studies have demonstrated that these claims were premature and that the results can be explained without referring to recursive processing (Beckers et al., 2012; Van Heijningen et al., 2009). Thus, while a range of studies have tested for this and similar abilities in various species and several claimed the existence of learning syntactic rules, the tests done often leave open whether the results show unambiguous evidence of higher order processing abilities (ten Cate & Petkov, 2019, but see Ferrigno et al., 2020). Therefore, while several species
show a basal ability to process strings based on various transitional abilities, evidence for detecting more abstract sequencing rules from exposure to example strings is still limited and if present still far from the syntactic abilities of humans.

29.4 Conclusion

What our overview shows is that although human language and music have no direct parallel among non-human animals, many animal species show evidence of the presence of one or more of the constituent cognitive components on which these human abilities are based, or presence of abilities that may have served as precursors for these components. This includes a sensitivity to various spectral dimensions, the ability to detect specific rhythmic patterns, sense isochrony or perceive a beat in a varying rhythm, the perception of relative pitch, the ability for perceptual grouping, the detection of intonation patterns irrespective of its actual sound elements, up to advanced abilities like the detection of (a rudimentary) linguistic syntax. For all of these phenomena there is evidence for at least some precursor being present in some non-human species. There are thus some clear similarities between humans and non-human animals with respect to features that can be considered central in the capacity for language and music. At the same time, there are also important differences among animal species, for instance in the ability to detect rhythms or to learn a syntactic rule. Hence contrasts are not limited to those between humans and other animal species. This is in itself not surprising, as species differ in many ways. Therefore, and in contrast to some of the older literature on the capacity for language and music, which stresses human uniqueness, we argue that it could well be that many animal species (including humans) in fact share a similar basis for many of the perceptual and cognitive abilities to distinguish between or to generalize auditory stimuli. The differences that are observed between humans and other species, as well as those among non-human species, might be a result of specific biases and the weight or priority certain species give to attending to certain features of an acoustic signal, or because different species use particular mechanisms to different degrees. Also, the similarities between humans and non-human animals may have been obscured because the specific experimental procedures and stimuli used usually focus on one specific parameter, ignoring that other parameters may also be perceived and affect what individuals will attend to (ten Cate et al., 2016). Another key problem in the search for the precursors of language and music in animals is, simply, that too few species have been investigated in a too diverse range of paradigms to arrive at a solid interpretation of, and generalization across, the existing findings. All of this also makes some of our own conclusions preliminary or even premature. Hence, the challenge for future research is to overcome this problem and we expect that, a) if the stimuli used are more diverse and richer in their sound quality, b) if procedures allow for testing the presence of less preferred but nevertheless available perceptual mechanisms in listeners (humans and animals alike), and c) if a wider array of species is tested using more similar procedures, the differences between human, mammalian and avian cognition might well turn out to be smaller, and more one of degree rather than of kind, than is currently suggested in the literature.
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Glossary

Absolute pitch (AP) refers to being able to recognize a sound by its pitch and label it (is it a C or a D#?) without a reference, as effortlessly as most humans can label colours. The first part of the skill, memory for pitch, is widespread in humans and non-human animals, the second part, categorizing and labelling a pitch, is rare (estimated in humans as 1 in 10000).

Beat perception (and synchronization) refers to the sensation of a regular pulse, to which one can dance and/or synchronize, induced by a rhythmically varying acoustic signal. Beat perception and synchronization (BPS) can be seen as a form of entrainment, whereby periodic motor and auditory rhythms become temporally coordinated, with temporal alignment of movements to auditory beats.

Calls refer to animal vocalizations that are usually rather short, often monosyllabic and generally, but not always develop without learning. Many animal and bird species have a repertoire of different calls, functionally linked to specific contexts such as begging calls or alarm calls.

Convergent evolution occurs when traits with a different evolutionary origin become similar during evolution, such as the wings of butterflies and birds. Such traits are indicated as being analogous.

Homologous traits are traits that have the same evolutionary origin, due to being derived from a common ancestor.

Pitch perception can be separated in two components, which are referred to as pitch height and pitch chroma. The first aspect refers to the perception of frequency on a log linear scale. The latter aspect refers to a circular way of perceiving pitch, where pitch repeats each time frequency doubles. It is also referred to as octave equivalence or octave generalization, a phenomenon that can be observed in humans and just a few nonhuman animals.

Prosody of speech refers to how tone, stress and intonation vary over a speech utterance.

Relative pitch (RP) refers to being able to recognize a transposed melody or intonation pattern as the same. Humans can easily recognize a melody that is transposed up a few semi tones as the same melody. Birds have great difficulties in classifying pitch-shifted sounds.
**Songs** are animal vocalizations that are usually longer and acoustically more complex than calls, consisting of a variety of notes or syllables ordered in particular species-specific sequences. In several animal groups (e.g., songbirds, some whales) song are acquired by vocal learning (imitation) from other individuals. Functionally songs are mostly linked to reproduction (mate attraction, advertising territoriality).

**Spectral envelope** and **spectral contour** refer to the amplitude of the different frequencies present in a sound signal. Spectral envelope (or spectral shape) refers to the energy distribution of one point in time, spectral contour refers to the energy distribution over time (see Fig. 29.2).